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Finished Table Topper Size: 64" x 64"
Finished Table Runner Size: 15" x 48"
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Materials for the Table Topper

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Table Topper

1 fat quarter EACH of eighteen fabrics:
  8043-11, 8043-22, 8043-44, 8044-11, 
  8044-44, 8044-66, 8045-22, 8045-66, 
  8045-88,  8046-55, 8046-66, 8046-77, 
  8047-11, 8047-44, 8047-55, 8048-38, 
  8048-44, 8048-77

⅔ yard  Printed Panel   8042-11
      (four full tree motifs)
⅝ yard  Plum Buttonholes  8047-55
       (for binding)
1 yard  Dark Blue Buttons  8048-77
4¼ yards  Pink Novelty   8043-22  
          (for backing)

From EACH of the eighteen fat quarters, cut:
    (1) 6" strip. Recut into (1) 6" x 6" square, (2) 4" x 6" pieces,   
 and (1) 3¼" x 3¼" square.
   (2) 3½" strips. Recut into (10) 3½" x 3½" squares.
   (1) 2½" strip. Recut into (3) 2½" x 3¼" pieces.
There will be extra patches of each size.
From the printed panel cut:
   (4) pieces, 11½" wide x 17" high, with a printed tree motif,
 centered in the cut piece, in both directions, of each   
 piece.
From the plum buttonholes, cut:
    (7) 2¼" strips for the binding.
From the dark blue buttons, cut:
    (12) 2½" strips for the inner and outer borders.

Sewing Instructions for the Table Topper
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 

1. To make (1) Block A, stitch together (2) 2½" x 3¼" pieces, 
side by side. Sew this unit to a long side of a 4" x 6" piece to 
complete (1) Block A, measuring 6" x 6", from raw edge to raw 
edge, in both directions. Repeat to make a total of (20) Block A.

2. To make (1) Block B, referring to the diagram at the top of the 
next page, arrange (4) 3¼" squares into (2) rows with (2) squares 
in each row. Sew the squares into rows and sew the rows together 
to complete (1) Block B, measuring 6" x 6", from raw edge to raw 
edge, in both directions. Repeat to make a total of (4) Block B.

3. Referring to the line drawing below and the project pictured 
on the cover, arrange (4) Block A, (1) Block B, and (4) 6" squares 
into (3) rows with (3) units in each row, noting orientation of 
each block. Stitch the units into rows. Sew the rows together to 
complete the upper, left-hand, corner section of the table topper.

4. Referring to the line drawing below and the project pictured 
on the cover, arrange (5) Block A, (1) Block B, and (3) 6" squares 
into (3) rows with (3) units in each row, noting orientation of 
each block. Stitch the units into rows. Sew the rows together 
to complete the upper, right-hand, corner section of the table 
topper. 

5. Referring to the line drawing below and the project pictured 
on the cover, arrange (5) Block A, (1) Block B, and (3) 6" squares 
into (3) rows with (3) units in each row, noting orientation of 
each block. Stitch the units into rows. Sew the rows together to 
complete the lower, left-hand, corner section of the table topper. 

6. Referring to the line drawing below and the project pictured 
on the cover, arrange (4) Block A, (1) Block B, and (4) 6" squares 
into (3) rows with (3) units in each row, noting orientation of 
each block. Stitch the units into rows. Sew the rows together 
to complete the lower, right-hand, corner section of the table 
topper. 
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Materials for the Table Runner

1 fat eighth EACH of eighteen fabrics:
  8043-11, 8043-22, 8043-44, 8044-11, 
  8044-44, 8044-66, 8045-22, 8045-66, 
  8045-88,  8046-55, 8046-66, 8046-77, 
  8047-11, 8047-44, 8047-55, 8048-38, 
  8048-44, 8048-77

⅓ yard  Printed Panel   8042-11
      (two full tree motifs)
⅜ yard  Dark Blue Buttons  8048-77
      (for binding)
1⅜ yards  Cream Novelty   8043-44   
          (for backing)

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Table Runner

From the eighteen fat eighths, cut a total of:
     (2) 6" x 6" squares, (2) 4" x 6" pieces, (44) 2½" x 3¼" pieces,  
 and (4) 2½" x 2½" squares.
From the printed panel cut:
   (2) pieces, 11½" wide x 17" high, with a printed tree motif,
 centered in the cut piece, in both directions.
From the dark blue buttons, cut:
    (4) 2¼" strips for the binding.

Sewing Instructions for the Table Runner

All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 

1. Repeat the procedure from step 1 of the sewing instructions 
for the table topper to make a total of (2) Block A.
2. Repeat the procedure from step 7 of the sewing instructions 
for the table topper to complete the center block of the table 
runner.
3. Stitch a trimmed, printed panel motif piece to opposite sides 
of the center block made in step 2, noting orientation of all units.
4. Stitch together (16) assorted 2½" x 3¼" pieces, end to end, 
to make (1) long pieced border. Repeat to make a second unit. 
Stitch these long pieced borders to the left and right sides of the 
table runner.
5. Stitch together (4) assorted 2½" x 3¼" pieces, side by side. Sew 
a 2½" square to each end of the pieced strip to make (1) short 
pieced border. Repeat to make a second unit. Stitch these units 
to the top and bottom of the table runner.
6. Layer the completed table runner with batting and backing 
and quilt as desired. Bind the finished table runner using the 2¼" 
dark blue buttons strips.

7. Referring to the line drawing below and the project pictured 
on the cover, arrange (2) Block A and (2) 6" squares into (2) rows 
with (2) units in each row, noting orientation of both blocks. 
Stitch the units into rows and sew the rows together to complete 
the table topper center.

8. Using the project pictured on the cover as a guide, arrange 
the units made in steps 3-7 and the (4) printed tree motif pieces 
into (3) rows with (3) units in each row, noting orientation of 
all units. Sew the units into rows. Sew the rows together to 
complete the center of the table topper.

9. Trim the selvages from the 2½" dark blue buttons strips. Sew 
the strips together, end to end, to make a long 2½" strip. From 
this long strip, cut (2) 48½" and (2) 44½" lengths. Stitch the 
shorter lengths to the left and right sides of the table topper. Sew 
the longer lengths to the top and bottom. Reserve the remaining 
portion of the long strip for step 12.

10. Arrange (32) 3½" squares into (16) rows with (2) squares in 
each row. Stitch the squares into rows and sew the rows together 
to complete (1) small pieced border. Repeat to make a second 
unit. Stitch these pieced borders to the left and right sides of the 
table topper.

11. Arrange (40) 3½" squares into (2) rows with (20) squares in 
each row. Stitch the squares into rows and sew the rows together 
to complete (1) large pieced border. Repeat to make a second 
unit. Stitch these pieced borders to the top and bottom of the 
table topper.

12. Using the uncut portion of the long 2½" dark blue buttons 
strip made in step 9, cut (2) 64½" and (2) 60½" lengths (if your 
measurements are different, cut to fit your project). Stitch the shorter 
lengths to the left and right sides of the table topper. Sew the 
longer lengths to the top and bottom.

13. Layer the completed table topper with batting and backing 
and quilt as desired. Bind the finished table topper using the 2¼" 
plum buttonholes strips.
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